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Abstract

Background

Seldom in history does one get a ‘front row seat’—with large-scale dynamic data—on how

online news media narratives shift with a global pandemic. News media narratives matter

because they shape societal perceptions and influence the core tent poles of our society,

from the economy to elections. Given its importance—and with the benefit of hindsight—we

provide a systematic framework to analyze news narratives of Covid-19, laying the ground-

work to evaluate policy and risk communications.

Objectives

We leverage a 10-billion-word-database of online news, taken from over 7,000 English

newspapers and magazines across 20 countries, culminating in 28 million articles. First, we

track the volume of Covid-19 conversations across 20 countries from before to during the

pandemic (Oct’19 to May’20). Second, we distill the phases of global pandemic narratives,

and elucidate regional differences.

Methods

To track the volume of Covid-19 narratives, we identified 10 target terms—Coronavirus,

Covid-19, Covid, nCoV, SARS-CoV-2, Wuhan Virus, Virus, Disease, Epidemic, Pandemic

—and tracked their combined monthly prevalence across eight months from October 2019

through May 2020. Globally, across 20 countries, we identified 18,042,855 descriptors of

the target terms. Further, these descriptors were analysed with natural language processing

models to generate the top five topics of Covid-19 that were labelled by two independent

researchers. This process was repeated across six continents to distil regional topics.

Results

Our model found four phases of online news media narratives: Pre-pandemic, Early, Peak

and Recovery. Pre-pandemic narratives (Oct’19–Dec’19) were divergent across regions
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with Africa focused on monkeypox, Asia on dengue fever, and North America on Lyme dis-

ease and AIDS. Early (Jan–Feb’20) and Peak Pandemic (Mar–May’20) evidenced a global

convergence, reflecting the omnipresence of Covid-19. The brief transition from early to

peak pandemic narratives underscored the pandemic’s rapid spread. Emerging from the

embers of the pandemic’s peak were nascent recovery words that are regionally divergent

—Oceania focused on hope and an uncertain future while North America centered on re-

opening the economy and tackling discrimination.

Conclusions

Practically, we presented a media barometer of Covid-19, and provided a framework to ana-

lyse the pandemic’s impact on societal perceptions—laying the important groundwork for

policy makers to evaluate policy communications, and design risk communication

strategies.

Introduction

While there has been an exponential increase in publications devoted to the pandemic, albeit

mostly epidemiologic and medical, few have taken a systematic approach to analyze online

news media narratives of Covid-19 across 20 countries. Such studies are valuable for policy

makers as they lay the groundwork to evaluate policy communications and design risk com-

munication strategies. We leveraged a 10-billion-word database of online English news media,

taken from over 7000 newspapers and magazines, culminating in 28 million articles from 20

countries—to study the phases of Covid-19 narratives globally, and regionally.

Our study contributes to the Covid-19 social sciences literature in the following ways. First,

we dynamically track online news media narratives, from before to during the pandemic—

month-by-month from 1st October 2019 to 31st May 2020—across 20 countries. Most Covid-

19 perception studies are survey-based, and cross-sectional—measuring a static snapshot of

societal perceptions. Given the fast-moving nature of the pandemic globally, and the flurry of

evolving government interventions locally, our month-by-month analysis over 8 months pro-

vides a systematic picture of how news media narratives have shifted in the pandemic.

Second, our study is expansive in scale and scope. Existing early Covid-19 perception stud-

ies fall into four general categories: Focused on specific groups such as nursing staff [1],

patients with existing medical conditions [2], medical students [3], and dentists [4]; Limited in

geographic focus with convenient sampling of survey participants within single countries such

as the US, UK, Iran, Egypt [5–7]; Focused on specific topics, such as perceptions towards risk

[8], online learning [9], or ageism [10–12]; Representative surveys on various topics from spe-

cific countries or regions, employment and mental health in the United States [13]. Building

on these important foundations, our study is global in nature—covering 20 countries—and

does not a priori restrict to certain groups or topic, using a comprehensive 10-billion-word

platform to delineate online news media narratives. This is paramount as Covid-19 has exerted

a wide and deep impact on society, and our study seeks to distill its impact on narratives.

Third, and from a practical standpoint, news media are important as they shape societal

perceptions. Given the importance of how events are portrayed in the media—and with the

benefit of hindsight—we provide a coherent overview of news media narratives during a fast-

moving and wide-reaching pandemic. Such a framework is important to both scholars and
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policymakers as it lays the groundwork to evaluate policy communications and design better

risk communication strategies. The significance of this work is underscored by theories like

agenda setting that highlight the media’s considerable influence on how issues gain public

attention, and what specific issues have been deemed salient to a community of news readers

by producers of such media [14]. Further, mainstreaming, under cultivation theory, asserts that

producers of news media homogenize and create broad dimensions of shared meaning, partic-

ularly in a commercial environment within a capitalistic media system driven by clicks. As

such, the process of mainstreaming certain topics magnifies its importance in the minds of an

audience and overrides differences in perspectives for a homogenized narrative [15]. Together,

these two processes contribute to a cyclical relationship [16], with cultivation overexposing

and mainstreaming a certain topic, and agenda setting further pursuing it as an issue of impor-

tance—thus feeding back into its overexposure. The result of such media processes is reflected

in how an audience perceives social issues. For instance, extended coverage on issues creates

the impression that such issues are more important and credible [17], and such coverage may

skew biases and perceptions [18], influence public opinion [19] and stock market shifts [20].

With the importance of media in shaping public perceptions and attitudes, we endeavor to

investigate how virus narratives have unfolded throughout the early Covid-19 outbreak.

Specifically, our study seeks to achieve two goals. First, we track the global volume of

Covid-19 conversations across 20 countries during the pandemic. Second, we distill the phases

of global pandemic narratives and elucidate differences across six regions, and examine the

temporal differences in narratives found pre-pandemic and during the pandemic.

Materials and methods

Dataset

We used the News on the Web corpus as our dataset: the largest cross-cultural English corpus

collated from over 7000 online newspapers, magazines—culminating in 30 million articles

across 20 countries [21]. The 20 countries span six regions: North America (America, Canada),

Oceania (Australia, New Zealand), Asia (Bangladesh, Hong Kong, India, Malaysia, Pakistan,

Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka), Africa (Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, South Africa, Tanzania),

Europe (Ireland, United Kingdom), and the Caribbean (Jamaica). The corpus is dynamic with

200 million words, from 300,000 new articles, added every month. Each country is represented

by a wide variety of news sources; for instance, Australia is represented by hundreds of Austra-

lian news sites, with some examples of the most prominent local sources being ABC Local/
Online, Business Insider Australia, Gizmodo Australia, Huffington Post Australia, Kotaku Aus-
tralia, Perth Now, The Sydney Morning Herald, The Australian Financial Review, and The Can-
berra Times. Likewise, Jamaica is represented by local Jamaican news sites, with examples

being Jamaica Gleaner, Jamaica Observer, Loop News Jamaica. These sites generally cover local

and global news occurrences on a daily basis, with some specializing in business or technologi-

cal news [22]. With an extensive range of news sources registered under each country’s

domain code, the corpus serves to aggregate the general trends found in each country’s news

media representation of virus narratives. This dataset was created with funding from the

National Science Foundation (NSF) and the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH)

to study contemporary language usage in countries where English is widely used.

Prevalence of Covid-19-related words across 20 countries

To track the volume of pandemic-related coverage, we identified 10 target words—Coronavi-
rus, Covid-19, Covid, nCoV, SARS-CoV-2, Wuhan Virus, Virus, Disease, Epidemic, Pandemic—

and tracked their combined monthly prevalence across eight months from October 2019
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through May 2020. Similar to other studies [23], prevalence per month, by country, was calcu-

lated by the ratio of the number times all 10 target words appeared in the respective country’s

dataset (numerator) and the total number words that were available in the respective country’s

dataset (denominator). The ratio was multiplied by 1,000,000 to provide the prevalence rate of

words per million. We tested the prevalence across eight months with an exponential model.

Content of Covid-19 online news media coverage

To elucidate the content of Covid-19 narratives across 20 countries, our platform ingested the

relevant online news media data across 20 countries from October 2019 through May 2020,

culminating in 1.5 billion words. After pre-processing the corpus by excluding prepositions,

conjunctions, and ‘stop’ words (e.g. and, the, that), we generated collocates (i.e. words that co-

occurred most frequently with 10 target words) for each of the 20 countries, every month,

between October 2019 to May 2020. These collocates had the following qualifying criteria: (a)

Lexical Proximity: collocate present within six words prior or after the respective target word.

Articles such as ‘the’, ‘a’ were not included in the six-word lexical span. If the target noun was

the first word of a sentence, the collocates from the prior sentence were excluded; (b) Mutual

Information Score of three and above: collocate had a stronger association with the respective

synonym compared to other words in the corpus for that country, indicating semantic bond-

ing [24]. This is an application of computational linguistics to study topic content, and lan-

guage shifts in other studies [10, 23, 42–44]. The rigorous process culminated in 18,042,855

collocates selected for analysis over all eight months, across 20 countries.

Thereafter, we conducted Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), an unsupervised natural lan-

guage processing algorithm to find the most salient topics, by grouping collocates that most

probabilistically appear together in the same context. LDA is robust and valid, given the statis-

tical comparability to manual topic labelling [25] and its appropriateness as a tool to analyze

granular topics related to an event over time [26]. Globally, across 20 countries, the analysis

identified the top five topics per month, that were labelled by two independent researchers

where inter-rater reliability using Cronbach’s alpha was 0.87 (95% CI: 0.82, 0.92), from Octo-

ber 2019 through May 2020. Regionally, we distilled the top five topics per month for each of

the six regions, also labelled by two independent researchers.

Results

Global volume of Covid-19 narratives across 20 countries

The prevalence of the 10 virus-related keywords (Coronavirus, Covid-19, Covid, nCoV,

SARS-CoV-2, Wuhan Virus, Virus, Disease, Epidemic, Pandemic) from October-December

2019 averaged a baseline of 100 words per million, and increased to 5,500 words per million in

April 2020—a 55-fold increase—before dipping slightly to over 4,000 words per million in

May (Fig 1). The increase in prevalence from Oct’19-Apr’20 followed a statistically significant

exponential growth, given by the growth rate constant R0 (0.709±0.113, P = .009).

Four phases of global Covid-19 narratives

The global analysis of Covid-19 topics across 20 countries distilled four phases (Fig 2): Pre-
Pandemic (Oct–Dec 2019), Early Pandemic (Jan–Feb 2020), Peak-Pandemic (Mar–May 2020).

Specifically, Phase 1, the pre-pandemic phase (Table 1), contained four subtopics about gen-

eral disease-related topics that were evenly distributed: Treatment and Prevention (38%),

Infectious Diseases (23%), Public Health Initiatives (20%), and Chronic Conditions (19%).
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The pre-pandemic phase provided a baseline for distribution of disease-related topics in news

media, and the target words’ combined prevalence was 107 per million.

Phase 2 (Jan-Feb 2020): The Early Pandemic phase (Table 2) captured the ‘breaking news’

nature of what would rapidly become a global pandemic. It consisted of two subtopics: Emerg-

ing Reports of Covid-19 (35%) and Transmission Characteristics (28%). Between January and

February 2020, these subtopics quickly dominated global news narratives, making up 63% of

health-related topics. The target words’ combined prevalence grew to 644 per million.

Phase 3 (March–May 2020): the Peak Pandemic phase (Table 3) converged solely on Covid

19, with five subtopics that included Testing (23%), Societal Risk and Vulnerability (23%), Mit-

igation and Lockdown (18%), Economic Crisis (18%), Death (18%). The Covid-19 target

words’ combined prevalence was peaked at 4518 per million, a seven-fold increase from the

early pandemic phase.

Emerging from the embers of the pandemic’s peak are nascent Recovery narratives that are

regionally divergent due to the contextual nature of recovery pathways. We observe that an

emerging phase—Phase 4 (May 2020) ‘Recovery’—in Oceania focused on ‘hope’ and ‘uncer-

tainty’ and North America focused on ‘opening up the economy’ and ‘tackling

discrimination.’

Global convergence and regional divergence in Covid-19 narratives across

six continents

By further analyzing each region’s dominant narratives, we found interesting patterns during

the pandemic across 8 months. The Pre-Pandemic phase evidenced divergent disease-related

topics, reflecting the unique public health concerns across different regions. The transition to

the Early Pandemic and Peak Pandemic phases saw a convergence, reflecting the global and

sustained influence of Covid-19 on news media narratives.

Fig 1. Volume of global Covid-19 narratives & Covid-19 incidence rates. Prevalence of 10 virus-related keywords

(Coronavirus, Covid-19, Covid, nCoV, SARS-CoV-2, Wuhan Virus, Virus, Disease, Epidemic, Pandemic) experienced

exponential growth from a baseline of 100 words per million in October 2019 to 5500 words per million in April 2020

—a 55-fold increase. The prevalence of global Covid-19 narratives dovetails the global Covid-19 incidence rate across

20 countries.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256358.g001
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We elaborate on this ‘divergent—convergent—divergent’ patterns across 8 months from

October’19 to May’20. Figs 3 and 4 present the regional differences. While all six regions

exhibited the variety of subtopics at the Pre-Pandemic Phase, the regions differed in the spe-

cific types of illnesses these topics were focused on. For instance, in Asia, the top topic was

Dengue Risk as indicated by terms like aegypti, mosquito, and dengue—reflecting the high inci-

dence of dengue spread by the Aedes Aegypti mosquito [27]. In contrast for Oceania, Fungal

Diseases dominated the narratives, articulated by bee, pest, kauri, dieback—reflecting rising

incidence of fungal diseases in Australian beehives [28], and national attention on the kauri

tree, a beloved indigenous tree, prone to the kauri dieback disease [29]. In North America, the

joint top topics were Lyme Disease and AIDS; In UK and Ireland, it was COPD; In Africa, it

was Infections Diseases like monkey pox, cholera, and polio; In Jamaica (the Caribbean), the

Fig 2. Global Covid-19 narratives across 20 countries. Pre-pandemic narratives (Oct’19–Dec’19; coded ‘green’) focused on general

infectious disease topics of prevention and treatment. Early pandemic narratives (Jan’20–Feb’20; coded ‘orange’) were breaking news of

Covid-19. The brief transition from Early to Peak Pandemic narratives (Mar’20–May’20; coded ‘red’) underscored the pandemic’s rapid

spread across six regions. Peak pandemic narratives included testing, societal risk and vulnerability, mitigation and lockdown, economic

crisis, death.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256358.g002

Table 1. Pre-pandemic topics and collocates.

Treatment and

Prevention

drug, treatment, medical, immunization, cure, treat, diagnose, prevent, patient, therapy,

vaccine
Infectious Diseases outbreak, infectious, virus, bacteria, infect, transmit, risk, contagious, spread, control
Public Health

Initiatives

public, awareness, preventable, legislation, concern, tackle, ministry, response, raise, coalition

Chronic Conditions diabetes, stroke, cancer, dementia, disease, chronic, cardiovascular, coronary, pulmonary,

heart, lung, liver, kidney

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256358.t001
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top topics were Malaria and plant-related disease such as Banana Disease [30] and Citrus

Greening Disease [31].

With the onset of the pandemic, however, the topical diversity across regions evaporated,

and converged singularly on Covid-19 topics, especially in March 2020 (Fig 3). Beyond peak

pandemic, recovery narratives begin to emerge with hints of divergence. For instance, in Ocea-

nia, such narratives made up 21.6% of societal narratives in April 2020, and 36.5% in May

2020 with hope and future uncertainty as key themes; in North America, this topic, centered

around the economic re-opening and tackling discrimination, was responsible for 17% in May

2020.

Discussion

This study provided a framework to systematically analyze the pandemic’s impact on online

news media’s narratives of health and disease across 20 countries. While epidemiologic models

track the progression of Covid-19 in black-and-white statistics of incidence and mortality, our

framework captured the richness of Covid-19’s news media portrayals and the nuanced stories

behind the numbers.

Our framework found a divergent-convergent-divergent pattern of global disease narratives

across 20 countries. Before the pandemic, the divergence of news media narratives on diseases

is unsurprising given the region-specific issues. From Jan to April 2020, all disease-related top-

ics converged on Covid-19, underscoring the pandemic’s severity and global reach. In May

2020, recovery narratives emerged, albeit in a divergent manner, across different regions. For

example, New Zealand and Australian’s recovery narratives focused on hope and uncertainty

while the United States focused on economic re-opening and tackling discrimination—under-

scoring the potential difference in social impact of Covid-19 across regions.

Our study has both conceptual and practical significance. Conceptually, the few studies to

dynamically track news media narratives across 8 months and 20 countries—providing an

unprecedented picture of how the pandemic has shaped news content and dominated the

news cycle. Most significantly, the extreme foregrounding of Covid-19 stories above other ill-

nesses is a worrying finding, particularly with the agenda setting theory and its impact on

social perception in mind. While heightened alert during a pandemic is certainly justified to

Table 2. Early pandemic topics and collocates.

Emerging Reports of

Covid-19

coronavirus, Chinese, province, report, outbreak, alert, confirm, novel, director, epicentre,

originate, emerge, center, bat
Transmission

Characteristics

coronavirus, spread, infectious, contact, cause, symptom, transmission, transmit, infect,
measure, detect

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256358.t002

Table 3. Peak pandemic topics and collocates.

Testing of Covid-19 coronavirus, vaccine, hospital, patient, test, testing, diagnose, positive, negative, medical,
care, dr, symptom

Societal Risk and

Vulnerability

frontline, staff, healthcare, health, worker, risk, care, vulnerable, elderly, support, public,

social,
Mitigation and Lockdown coronavirus, quarantine, lockdown, distancing, cancel, event, postpone, ban, curb,

restriction, ministry, minister, response, contain, control, prevention, combat, airport,
public

Economic Crisis coronavirus, economy, economic, worker, market, fear, concern, affect, effect, global,
emergency, industry, tourism, payment, hard, unemployment

Death coronavirus, death, kill, toll, die, dead, threat, deadly, severe, vulnerable

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256358.t003
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prevent deaths in the population, intensified news media focus on this virus may overshadow

other equally important aspects of health. For instance, studies from around the globe have

reported a concerning trend in care delays during this pandemic: a dramatic decline in preven-

tative screening for chronic disease like diabetes [32], cancer diagnosis and treatment [33],

routine measures like childhood vaccinations and lead screenings [34], and treatment for

tuberculosis [35]. While this situation is multi-faceted and influenced by lockdowns and the

halting of non-crucial primary care services, the long-term impact of prolonged media cover-

age on Covid-19 may still heighten fear of this virus over seeking testing and treatment for

other preventable illnesses. Instead, government intervention may suggest that news outlets

pivot some focus to other virus-related issues to alleviate this worrying trend.

Further, existing survey studies [36–41] measured static attitudes [38] within specific

groups and countries, that cannot capture Covid-19’s fast-moving impact across countries.

Practically, our study lays the critical groundwork for scholars and policymakers to evaluate

the impact of policy responses through four different phases of the pandemic.

Fig 3. Global convergence and regional divergence in Covid-19 narratives across six continents. Pre-pandemic narratives (Oct’19–

Dec’19; coded ‘green’) were divergent across regions with Africa focused on infectious diseases (e.g., monkeypox), Asia on dengue fever,

Oceania on plant-related fungal diseases and North America on Lyme disease and AIDS. Early and Peak Pandemic evidenced a global

convergence, reflecting the omnipresence of Covid-19 globally. The brief transition from early (coded ‘orange’) to peak (coded ‘red’)

pandemic narratives underscored the pandemic’s rapid spread across six continents. Emerging from the embers of the pandemic’s peak

are nascent recovery narratives (coded ‘blue’) that are regionally divergent—Oceania focused on hope and an uncertain future while

North America focused on re-opening the economy and tackling discrimination.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256358.g003
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While our study circumvented the shortcomings of survey studies, it is not without limita-

tions. Our database consisted of only English online sources [42–44], leaving out Asian coun-

tries like China, Japan, and South Korea where many early cases were reported. This is a

significant limitation that will be addressed in future studies when we expand the database to

Fig 4. Content of regional Covid-19 narratives across six continents.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256358.g004
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other languages. Another shortcoming is the lack of data from social media sources. The diver-

sity of social media usage across multiple platforms makes data collation challenging, and

most social media platforms such as Facebook are closed for public access—they have also

become increasingly monetized, selling selected datasets that may not be representative. Nev-

ertheless, this is significant drawback that we will overcome in future studies when we augment

our database. Future iterations of the study may also consider charting how the specific key-

word Wuhan Virus has been used in news media narratives, as it began as neutral shorthand

for early coverage of this pandemic, but following the official coining of Covid-19 on 11 Febru-

ary 2020 by the WHO, has been used in anti-Asian disinformation narratives.

In conclusion, our study provided a ‘front row seat’—with large-scale and dynamic data—

on how news media narratives shifted with a global pandemic. Narratives matter because they

shape the core tentpoles of our society that include the economy, elections, and employment,

and foregrounds what a population places their focus on. We provided a data-driven four-

phase framework on how society made sense of Covid-19 through the lenses of online news

media—laying the important groundwork to systematically evaluate policy responses, and

design better risk communication strategies.
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